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Editor’s Letter
Since last time the Herald came out many things have happened within the VSS family. The team grew bigger when the 
Trainers Team joined otherwise a very strong team of people. The introduction of the trainers with all their ideas was very 
well welcomed and we will start introduce the trainers and finish our introduction of the Support Team that just finished 
their in-person meeting when this Herald is published. 

The participant’s list is becoming clearer and clearer every day as the registration closed last week and it is now up to the 
national offices to confirm those participants who registered for this summer’s adventure. All of the teams are fully formed 
and having regular skype meetings in order to create an outline for amazing summer in the mountains of Bosnia&Her-
zegovina. I hope that I haven’t overused different adjectives to talk about the teams and the upcoming VSS, it is simple 
nothing I can do about it as I am as excited as all of you for board the plane and head out to Sarajevo.
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There are so many fascinating and beautiful destinations in Bosnia and Herzegovina. To make your travel plans after the 
VSS easier, we provide you with a list of the most interesting and attractive sites of this tiny country’s cultural and natural 
heritage. The list is divided into the country’s regions. This Herald will focus on the Sarajevo region, the following two 
Heralds will address the Northwestern and Herzegovinian regions. 

Sarajevo region
The Sarajevo region is the cultural and political capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is a region that offers it all, from the 
excitement of the oriental capital city Sarajevo to one of the last primeval forests in Europe found in Sutjeska National 
Park. Explore an area of only 500 square meters and you will find four different religious institutions: a mosque, a syna-
gogue, a catholic and an christian-orthodox church. Walk only a mile and you will discover architecture dating from the 
Ottoman empire, the Austro-Hungarian empire, from the time under socialism and finally from modern times.

WHAT TO DO AFTER THE VSS?

http://www.see-river.net/modules/uploader/uploads/gallery/gallery_picture/sarajevo-zima-noc_1597866324.jpg
http://fotogena.files.wordpress.com/2008/06/bascarsija1.jpg
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Baščaršija is a part of the old town of Sarajevo. It is 
an important and ‘’must see’’ tourist site. Its special 
‘’Ottoman look’’ visible in the mosques, shops, and 
squares and its central location in Sarajevo always 
attracts lots of people. The neighborhood is also very 
rich in important historical, cultural and religious 
buildings.

Skakavac is a waterfall located 12km from Sarajevo. 
With its height of 98m, it is one of the greatest and 
most attractive waterfalls in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and it stands for a real tourist attraction. Besides the 
view of the waterfall itself, you will also be amazed 
by the exceptional beauty of the surrounding land-
scape.

http://kongresguides.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/sarajevo-overview_509_11.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2c/Vodopad_Skakavac_u_Sarajeva%2C_od_paty.jpg
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Vrelo Bosne is the spring of the river Bosnia 
in the Southwestern part of Sarajevo. It is 
one of the country’s natural landmarks and 
provides one of the most famous sceneries 
of natural beauty in the region. The park is 
usually entered by foot or, for a reasonable 
price, by horse-carriage. The entrance ave-
nue runs next to traditional buildings from 
the Austro-Hungarian era offering a peek 
into the luxuries of the past.

Tunel spasa (‘’Tunnel of Hope’’) is a symbol 
of the siege of Sarajevo during the last 
war (1992-1995). Built under the airport 
runway, the tunnel was the hope for people 
in Sarajevo, providing the population with 
supplies, medicine and food. Today, it is a 
unique museum visited by thousands of 
people from Bosnia and tourists each year.

http://www.travelobosnia.com/images/destination/1364411018_1%21%21-%21%21tumblr_mdorx2DfDu1re2do0o1_500.jpg
http://tunelspasa.ba/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/tunelspasa.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8b/Bridge_on_Vrelo_Bosne_%281%29.jpg
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Well hello fellow AFSers! Did you apply for the VSS finally? We certainly hope you did, ‘cause we are preparing some great 
things for you this summer. The VSS is definitely the right place to start organizing your own Intercultural Dialogue Day 
(IDD) and join the fun!

Just in case there is someone who hasn’t yet heard about us and the Intercultural Dialogue Day, here is a small introduction 
about this amazing event taking place on the last Thursday of September (the 25th this year).

IDD is an event organized by local AFS volunteers with EFIL’s help. This year will mark the 7th edition. In 2014, there is also 
a special international volunteer team working to create new materials and stimulation for the celebration of this day: 
Staša from Serbia, Ingvild from Norway and Milan from Germany. The IDD team will be joining you on the amazing trip 
to Bosnia and Herzegovina bringing some new and exciting things which will prepare you a bit more for the organization 
of the IDD. We can already mention that among the new IDD materials they will bring you posters, postcards, stickers and 
some other cool gadgets!  They will also give you some tips, hear your advice and they promise to give their best to create 
the perfect atmosphere for diversity education, this year’s main IDD theme. 
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And what is diversity education? Well, this is a question we wanted to ask you. 
We want you to stop and think for a few minutes what diversity education is for you. We want you to close your eyes and 
picture the world around you. What is it like? What are the people like? In what ways are they different, in what ways 
similar? Which of them do I like to be with and why? We want you to think of your values. The values of the society you live 
in. What are they like?
 
You realize that this is just the beginning? There is so much more to be asked and answered when it comes to this topic. 
Want to join the discussion? Stay tuned on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Google+, share your thoughts and 
ideas, ask questions and trigger discussions on topics that interest you.
September will come in a blink of an eye, so don’t be lazy and be ready on time! We’ll be back with more information soon, 
and we hope you’ll join us in our search for the interesting definitions of diversity education on this year’s VSS. 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Intercultural-Dialogue-Day
https://twitter.com/AFS_IDD
http://instagram.com/interculturaldialogueday
https://plus.google.com/u/0/b/111052940633201787247/111052940633201787247/posts
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What are your expectations for 
the VSS?
A lot of fun definitely. I hope I’ll 
gain some experience and I hope 
we’ll organize the best VSS ever.

What is your AFS experience?
I have been an AFS volunteer for 
three years. Before that I was an 
exchange student in Turkey and I 
also participated in the ECTP camp 
in Brussels as a student.

On the scale from 1-10, how 
good a hugger are you?
Let’s say 6.

Do you have any special or 
strange skills?
I have some skills, but I wouldn’t 
call them special.

Which do you put on first, socks 
or pants?
Usually pants, although there is one 
particular situation when I need to 
put on first socks and then pants.

What is your favourite AFS 
experience?
The time I spent in Turkey, especial-
ly the 7-day long Late Orientation 
Camp in Kuşadası.

Which would you rather have? 
One horse-sized duck or 100 
duck-sized horses?
Both are useless, but I would 
probably take the horse-sized duck 
and then I’d sell it to some Chinese 
guys. No matter if the duck is real 
or a yellow plastic one, they would 
know what to do with it.

Kenan Hadžić
Кенан Хаџић
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What are your expectations for 
the VSS?
I expect a lot of work, fun, new 
people and good weather. I think 
everyone has big expectations for 
the VSS, because it is one of the 
biggest AFS volunteer meetings in 
Europe. It is a great opportunity to 
learn more about other countries 
and to make new friends.

What is your AFS experience?
I went to Germany in 2011 for a 
year-long program. When I came 
back I started working as a volun-
teer. Last year I was a member of 
the prep team for the multi-ethnic 
camp that we organized with the 
help of the US embassy. I work in 
the sending team, but sometimes I 
volunteer for the hosting team, too. 
Last year I participated in the VSS in 
Denmark. 

On the scale from 1-10, how 
good a hugger are you?
10

Do you have any special or 
strange skills?
I am good with numbers. I am a bad 
singer.

Which do you put on first, socks 
or pants?
Pants.

What is your favourite AFS 
experience?
My exchange year. It is also a great 
experience to work with volunteers, 
because they can always teach you 
new things.

Which would you rather have? 
One horse-sized duck or 100 
duck-sized horses?
100 duck-sized horses, because it is 
easier to take care of them. 
 

Milan Kusmuk
Mилан Кусмук
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What are your expectations for 
the VSS?
VSS is the biggest meeting of all 
AFS volunteers in Europa and we all 
have a great expectations for that. 
Meeting new people, fun, learn-
ing, good food, speaking different 
languages, enjoyment in the lovely 
nature are some of my expectations 
for this VSS.

What is your AFS experience?
My AFS experience began in 2007 
when I was selected to go on 
exchange year. I was in Germany in 
2007/08 and it was so great. After 
that I started to work as a volunteer 
in AFS BiH (UG ISU BIH). In 2009, I 
was selected as a member of the 
Board and in 2011 I was selected to 
be the Chair of the Board in AFS BiH. 
I also worked as sending coordina-
tor, prepared a lot of camps for new 
exchange students, for returnees, 
etc. Now, I am only a volunteer 
in AFS BiH, because of my job as 
mechanical engineer.

On the scale from 1-10, how 
good a hugger are you?
7

Do you have any special or 
strange skills?
Well, I can also call this a lack of 
one skill – I’m unable to lift heavy 
things with my left hand because 
of my pacemaker.

Which do you put on first, 
socks or pants?
Pants.

What is your favourite AFS 
experience?
Of course, the exchange year 
and the Albatros game with new 
exchanges students.

Which would you rather have? 
One horse-sized duck or 100 
duck-sized horses?
One horse-sized duck, I don’t 
know why.
 

ALEKSIJA ĐURIĆ 
Алексија Ђурић
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What are your expectations for 
the VSS?
I have big expectations because I 
have never been a part of the VSS 
but I have heard a lot of nice stories 
from other volunteers. I’m sure that 
we will have to work a lot to pre-
pare everything, because we want 
to make the best VSS ever, but it 
will also be a lot of fun. I’m looking 
forward to meeting new people 
and learning new things.

What is your AFS experience?
I was an AFS exchange student in 
Italy in 2011/2012 and I started 
volunteering when I got back. 
During my year, I helped volunteers 
from Italy to organize a prep-camp 
for future exchange students and I 
did the same thing here in Bosnia. 
Last year I went to Brussels for the 
ECTP training as a volunteer.

On the scale from 1-10, how 
good a hugger are you?
10

Do you have any special or 
strange skills?
Yes, when I smile really hard, I start 
clapping with my hands and I look 
and sound like a seal.

Which do you put on first, socks 
or pants?
I’m not sure, it depends, but I think 
that most of the time I put on my 
pants first.

What is your favourite AFS 
experience?
It is definitely my AFS exchange 
year and the mini-stay.

Which would you rather have? 
One horse-sized duck or 100 
duck-sized horses?
100 duck-sized horses...don’t know 
why.

Mia Čeifović 
Миа Чеифовић
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What are your expectations for 
the VSS?
Definitely a lot of fun and work. 
This year’s VSS will be in my country 
so again another reason for my 
excitement. Also I’m expecting to 
learn some new skills and improve 
others that are going to be helpful 
in my future life and work.

What is your AFS experience?
I haven’t been on an exchange but 
a very good friend did and told me 
about AFS! I fell in love with its 
mission and program immediately 
so I started to volunteer. Since 
then I’ve worked with the sending 
program and other things related 
to PR but now I’m a hosting coordi-
nator for the local chapter of Banja 
Luka. Also, I participated in the VSS 
in Denmark.

On the scale from 1-10, how 
good a hugger are you?
Absolutely a 10!

Do you have any special or 
strange skills?
I can run while wearing high heels, 
if that is something special.

Which do you put on first, socks 
or pants?
First pants... habit!

What is your favourite AFS 
experience?
Definitely the VSS in Denmark. 
Amazing people, workshops and 
country! I will always remember 
that experience.

Which would you rather have? 
One horse-sized duck or 100 
duck-sized horses?
I would say one horse-sized duck 
because horses are my favourite 
animal so it doesn’t matter how 
small they are.

Žaklina Kondić
Жаклина Кондић
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? 
Fun, learning, fun, friendships, 
projects, ideas, fun, love and bubble 
gum :-)

What is your AFS experience? 
I’m a 7-time host sister (thanks 
Mom!) and I have been a staff 
member for 6 years. I’m currently 
working on chapter development 
and Erasmus+ programs for AFS 
Hungary.

And what is your favorite AFS 
experience? 
A summer afternoon in 2012 in 
Budapest with Deniz from Turkey, 
Niklas and Anne from Germany and 
Dúlio from Portugal. I decided that 
this is what makes me happy the 
most, to enjoy the moment with 
awesome people. 

What do you secretly hope will 
happen during your workshops?
People realizing that they can do 
more than they think.

What will make you happy 
when delivering a workshop? 
The participants inspire me and 
each other.

Who is your alter ego? 
It’s a secret to use her in case of 
danger :-)

Choose one person with whom 
you could spend 24 hours. Who 
would it be and what would you 
want to do?
I would meet Mahatma Gandhi 
and have a traditional Indian meal 
with him, while asking him to tell 
me how to fight without hurting 
others.

Vica Bedő
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? 
Loads of interfaith dialogue and 
solving the mystery of the empty 
pool...

What is your AFS experience? 
Cutting a long story short: from an 
AFS family. I’ve been on exchange 
to France, interned at EFIL and 
AFS INT, worked with AFS Kenya, 
and now I’m an exiled AFS’er in 
the UK, doing national trainings in 
Denmark and EPOT/EPOR events 
whenever I can! 

And what is your favorite AFS 
experience? 
I do not believe there is such a 
thing as a favorite AFS experience - 
I cherish each and every one of my 
AFS experiences :) - but I do like the 
fact that I am the volunteer who 
has held the most different roles 
in the VSS world: participant, prep 
team, support team, half- and now 
full trainer! 

What do you secretly hope 
will happen during your work-
shops?
I am secretly hoping that partici-
pants will bring me coffee, as one 
rarely gets to go to coffee breaks as 
a trainer..!

What will make you happy 
when delivering a workshop? 
If my workshop is outside, I will 
be happy just with nice weather. 
Otherwise, just good discussions 
will make my day!

Who is your alter ego? 
Well, I’ve never told anyone this, 
but my alter ego is me pretending 
to be a muggle...

Choose one person with whom 
you could spend 24 hours. Who 
would it be and what would 
you want to do?
I’ll go for something more realistic 
- I’d spend 24 hours following David 
Attenborough around while he’s 
filming his wildlife documentaries 
(and let’s face it, there’s an oppor-
tunity that I could do that, if he 
drops the restraining order...)

Charlotte
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? 
I hope to challenge myself and par-
ticipants at my workshops and I also 
expect, of course, to have loads of fun 
and share a bunch.

What is your AFS experience? 
This year is my 10th year anniversa-
ry since I went on my exchange to 
Wisconsin, USA (I sure am hoping 
for many presents :p). I have been a 
volunteer since late 2006 and have 
been through quite some of the 
different roles a volunteer can have: 
liaison, camp counselor and coordina-
tor, trainer, etc... Recently, I’ve been 
enjoying my time as a board member 
of AFS Portugal.

And what is your favorite AFS 
experience? 
There are many. But one of them 
would be clearly when I got to know 
who my host-family 

What do you secretly hope will 
happen during your workshops?
That my participants will manage to 
break the ice :p

What will make you happy when 
delivering a workshop? 
The question is rather, what wouldn’t 
make me happy...

Who is your alter ego? 
A poet/writer who knows not what he 
is writing about.

Choose one person with whom 
you could spend 24 hours. Who 
would it be and what would you 
want to do?
Ludwig Wittgenstein or Henry Dunant 
and I would spend 1/3 of the time 
preparing the workshops for the VSS 
with them. I’m sure they would have 
some valuable contributions concern-
ing Inter-Faith Dialogue/learning. The 
second third of the time I would go 
on a roller coaster and the last third 
I would discuss with them, over the 
dinner table and wine, any topic that 
would come to our mind. We wouldn’t 
sleep because we would get carried 
away by the discussions. 

Dulio
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? 
Never to have enough sleep be-
cause I’m gonna remember that the 
VSS is short this time.
Give everything I have in giving 
workshops for you and learn as 
much as I can in the ones I take up.

What is your AFS experience? 
Never gonna be able to put all of it 
here. So I’ll let you know the most 
important: Exchange in Thailand 
7 years ago, volunteer in Belgium 
Flanders, spent 6 months with AFS 
Kenya and been training with EFIL 
for 3 years. In all, I’ve got the AFS 
experience down.

And what is your favorite AFS 
experience? 
Never gonna be able to pick one. 
A random one: When I had to run 
around at the last VSS in Denmark 
after ending a workshop late and 
then ate the best dessert with the 
best people you can imagine.

Who is your alter ego? 
Rick Astley

What do you secretly hope 
will happen during your work-
shops?
Never gonna be able to make me 
admit this in court. But the dark 
secret of any trainer is to give a 
workshop that will make you cry. 
Out of happiness.

What will make you happy 
when delivering a workshop? 
When it contributes to a feeling 
where you’re never gonna say good-
bye to the topic, and will be more 
aware of it in the future.

Choose one person with whom 
you could spend 24 hours. Who 
would it be and what would 
you want to do?
Richard Feynman, a great physicist 
and notorious joker. I’d spend my 
time playing pranks on people with 
him and telling him ‘Never gonna 
tell a lie and hurt you’ and the time 
I included a rickroll for everyone to 
read in the VSS Herald. Him having 
lived in the past, I’d then introduce 
him to Google to find out what that 
means.

Pieter 
Verstuyf
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? 
I hope to meet a lot of new inter-
esting people and broaden my 
horizon. 

What is your AFS experience? 
This year is my 10th year anniversa-
ry with AFS! I went to the Domini-
can Republic in 2003/04 and I have 
done a lot of volunteering since 
then, mainly hosting stuff. 

And what is your favorite AFS 
experience? 
Uh, so many! But being part of the 
kitchen team on the VSS in Den-
mark was quite amazing.

What do you secretly hope 
will happen during your 
workshops?
That two people will fall in love! 
Ideally two people from diverse 
backgrounds and different faiths. 

What will make you happy 
when delivering a work-
shop? 
That the discussions between 
the participants will make 
somebody change their stance 
on a topic. 

Who is your alter ego? 
R. Kelly! Cheesiest R’n’B singer 
ever, but who wouldn’t wan to 
live like this: “Crystal poppin’ in 
the stretch Navigator/ We got 
food everywhere as if the party 
was catered.

Choose one person with 
whom you could spend 24 
hours. Who would it be and 
what would you want to do?
I would sit down and jam with 
legendary bassist James Jamer-
son. 

Kasper Jepsen
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? 
In a few words: many people from 
many different backgrounds, deep 
discussions and new perspectives.

What is your AFS experience? 
I have never been an exchange stu-
dent and I have never really felt the 
lack of it, actually. I have always fo-
cused more on hosting and orienta-
tion camps and now I am a trainer 
both in my country and in EPOT. In 
trainings I focus on Human Rights, 
Intercultural Conflict Resolutions, 
Leadership and Orientations and 
ICL of course.

And what is your favorite AFS 
experience? 
Probably, my first AFS annual ball. 
I had been a volunteer for like 3 
months. And I had to pick up 60 
students of all nationalities, collect 
money for the accommodation (we 
started using bank transfers right 
after that) and take them to the 
hostel, and bring them to the ball 
venue located on the other end 
of Pilsen. I am not going to lie, I 
almost had a heart attack and we 
came 2 hours late. That is when I 
started liking this type of adrenalin 
sports.

What do you secretly hope will 
happen during your workshops?
I am so hoping for an AHA moment. 
However, I can’t force it, right? But 
I will go lengths to make sure it is 
highly probable. I am also hoping to 
walk into the room and see the smiling 
happy faces of my participants.

What will make you happy when 
delivering a workshop? 
That I finally manage not to over-plan 
my workshop and finish everything on 
time. :) But also I will be very happy 
to have active participants - partners 
- for discussions and work towards the 
outcome.

Who is your alter ego? 
My dear best friend Bara Fenclova. :) 
We are so different yet so compatible. 
She is crazy and carefree and I am 
responsible and thinking ahead. She 
needs me to calm her down and I need 
her to loosen me up.

Choose one person with whom 
you could spend 24 hours. Who 
would it be and what would you 
want to do?
I am going to go ahead and be super 
lame. I would like to meet Eleanor 
Roosevelt and talk life. 

Lenie
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What are your expectations for 
this year’s VSS? Apart from those 
normal and usual AFS-things like 
fun, games, new friends and new 
experiences, that happen anyway, I’m 
looking forward to discussions about 
faith, because it’s a very personal topic 
and people offer a great variety of 
perceptions. I hope we will have a lot 
of clashing opinions and contrasting 
arguments, which could lead us to 
think more profoundly about our-
selves and our actions in the world. 

What is your AFS experience? I 
was in Germany in 2009/10 for my 
exchange year and since then I have 
been involved in AFS Serbia and, even 
more, in AFS Germany. What I like 
the most are two mid-stay camps I’m 
organizing, one dealing with climate 
change and the other one with sexual 
diversity. Other than that, I do some 
local volunteering at selection and 
orientation camps and I’ve been a 
half-trainer last year at the VSS.

And what is your favorite AFS ex-
perience? Choosing my favorite one 
would somewhat devaluate others, so 
I will diplomatically say it’s too hard to 
pick one in particular, because there 
are too many. ;)

What do you secretly hope will hap-
pen during your workshops? If I told 
you, it wouldn’t be a secret anymore!

What will make you happy when 
delivering a workshop? I would 
strongly appreciate if you don’t hesitate 
to express your opinions and feelings. 
Also, if you think you could add to the 
workshop in any way (with an extra 
activity, etc.), please believe in yourself, 
step up and do it! 

Who is your alter ego? 
Katarina. She’s kinda cool, but isn’t very 
interested in AFS, volunteering and 
non-profit stuff in general, so I suppose 
you won’t meet her. 

Choose one person with whom you 
could spend 24 hours. Who would 
it be and what would you want to 
do? I thought about this question for a 
long time and I came to the conclusion 
that only because someone was famous 
and did or wrote interesting and deep 
stuff doesn’t mean he/she was a nice 
person to hang out with... So I suppose I 
wouldn’t want to meet anyone, in order 
not to spoil my image of them by their 
personality. I would like to attend Fou-
cault’s and Simone de Beauvoir’s classes 
though, but I don’t necessarily need to 
meet them. ;)

Emilija Gagrcin
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